Adobe FrameMaker
A market-leading solution for authoring and
publishing technical content

Intelligent.
Modern.
Superfast.
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Why choose
Adobe FrameMaker

Scalable and powerful authoring
Easily create and update long, complex, structured and
unstructured content in a single, powerful authoring environment.
Produce engaging documentation efficiently by leveraging the
intuitive navigation and WYSIWYG views, and tools for inserting
rich media in a template-based environment.

Omnichannel publishing
Generate best-in-class WYSIWYG PDFs. Leverage out-of-the-box
capabilities for multichannel publishing, including responsive
HTML5, EPUB, Kindle, and more. Schedule publishing tasks faster
with automated workflows.

Extended reach
Engage a global audience with out-of-the-box translation
support using XLIFF. Ensure greater content accessibility with
508-compliant PDFs for desktop and mobile.

Improved productivity
Simplify collaboration with online review via Adobe Acrobat*.
Maximize content reuse across documents as well as smoothly
import legacy content into structured or unstructured formats.
Author content once and publish across multiple channels. Take
advantage of templates, content migration framework, and
publishing automation to deliver content faster.
*Adobe Acrobat desktop and online services require an Adobe Technical Communication Suite subscription.
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What sets
Adobe FrameMaker apart
Modernize technical content with a robust and powerful authoring and publishing solution. Adobe FrameMaker
is the reliable, market-leading choice for creating intelligent, immersive, and multilingual technical content, and
publishing it to PDF, HTML5 and other evolving delivery channels.

Reliably scale technical content
Use a proven solution to create and publish rapidly evolving
and large volumes of technical content. Maximize flexibility and
modernization efforts by supporting structured and unstructured
content.

Style and publish best-in-class PDFs
From the makers of PDF, publish stunning and compliant PDF
outputs for all your technical documentation needs, both print
and digital.

Integrate with
Adobe Experience Manager
Easily manage content in Adobe Experience Manager, an
AI-powered content management and digital asset management
system, directly from within FrameMaker.
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Discover smarter
and faster ways to work
Do your best work by leveraging the powerful capabilities of
FrameMaker that make complex documentation easier to create
and deliver across touchpoints.

Platform
• Powerful 64-bit architecture

• Higher stability due to updated libraries

• Up to 65% faster file performance

• Scaling on high-resolution displays

Author
• New Navigation view

• Out-of-the-box LwDITA support

• Improved WYSIWYG view (XML)

• Language-specific smart quotes

• Smoother DITA authoring experience

• All-new structure view

• Superior CSS3 styling support

• Simultaneous document and tree view for
DITA maps

• Search performance improvements in DITA map

• Last line right indent

• Navigation for multiple DITA maps

• Bidirectional language support

• Ability to change Object Style tags

• Smarter footnote handling

• Ability to change ‘Marker of Text’

• Duden dictionary support

• Enhanced spell check and punctuation correction

• Mini table of contents

• Sentence case formatting

• Enhanced support for tables

• Instantaneous switching between views

• Total number of pages in a book

• Acronym referencing with <abbreviated-form>

• Highlighting variables on a page

• XSLT 3.0 support

• Reimagined welcome screen

Migrate
• Smoother import of Word files

• Import Word content to DITA

• Split documents into chapters

• Import Markdown to DITA
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Enrich
• Embed YouTube videos

• Insert rich media with DITA

• Enhanced image handling

Review
• Painless collaboration using Adobe Acrobat*

Translate
• Out-of-the-box translation support

• Pre-segmented XLIFF for easier translation

Manage
• Native integration with Adobe Experience Manager

• Out-of-the-box support for SharePoint

• Improved Adobe Experience Manager connector

• Leverage customizations using Adobe Partner
plug-ins

• Support for UUID file referencing

• Integration with OpenText ECM Documentum

Publish
• Enhanced PDF engine

• Out-of-the-box multichannel, multidevice
publishing

• Faster DITA to PDF publishing

• All-new HTML engine

• Improved graphic objects in PDF

• Superior image quality

• Generate PDF/A and PDF/X compliant PDFs

• Next-generation Responsive HTML5 layouts

• Embed reference PDFs within a PDF

• Customize DITA templates for PDF output

• Greater content accessibility for PDFs

• Consistent color output

• WYSIWYG PDF for DITA content

• Out-of-the-box DITA-OT support

Reuse
• Intelligent single-sourcing of content

• Enhanced key and keyspace handling

Automate
• Automate publishing workflows

• Automate repetitive tasks

*Adobe Acrobat desktop and online services require an Adobe Technical Communication Suite subscription.
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Do more with the
right tool for your role
Whether you are a content expert or a casual contributor, FrameMaker
is the ideal tool for creating any content type.

User profiles
• Technical communicators

• Technical publication managers

• Information architects / developers / designers

• Web developers

• Documentation specialists / engineers / managers

• Technical writers / authors

• Technical content developers

• Content strategists

• Subject matter experts

• Casual content contributors

Create any kind of
documentation for your
customers
Document types
• Online Help with context sensitivity

• Customer support content

• Print-based user manuals

• Troubleshooting documentation

• Employee handbooks and illustrated guides

• Standard operating procedures

• FAQs

• Standard compliant documents

• Online policies and procedural documents

• Service manuals and bulletins

• User guides and Getting Started guides

• Tests and assessments

• API and SDK documentation

• RFI, RFPs and legal documents

• Catalogs

• Technical whitepapers

• Software documentation

• Requirement documents

• Hardware and maintenance manuals

• Technical specification documents

• Regulatory information

• QA / Test scripts

• Compliance documentation

• Web content
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Boost business productivity
and profitability
Achieve tangible business gains when you switch to Adobe FrameMaker.

Increase Return on
Investment (ROI)

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO)

Achieve faster go-to-market
(GTM)

Minimize publishing time and
cost

Reduce localization
time and costs

Lower training costs

Flexible ownership /
pricing plans

Take advantage of
world-class Adobe support

Access an established
network of trainers and
implementation experts
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Get started with a plan
best suited for your needs
Avail our wide range of pricing options depending on
your team size and other requirements.

Individuals

Teams and
Enterprises

Education

Buy a single subscription
of Adobe FrameMaker
online and quickly get
started with your technical
documentation in minutes.

Buy Adobe FrameMaker
in volume for teams, small
businesses, enterprises, and
manage named user licenses
through a web-based admin
console.

Eligible educational
institutions can purchase
licenses of Adobe
FrameMaker at a
discounted rate for students
and instructors.

View buying guide

Teams and Enterprise plans
Term licenses - ETLA
Customized term licensing | Ideal for enterprises
Subscription licenses - VIP
Flexible subscription licensing | Ideal for teams and SMBs

Request a callback
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Hear what our customers
have to say
Read testimonials from customers using Adobe FrameMaker to solve their
business challenges.

If we hadn’t standardized with the combination of IBM Class Author and Adobe
FrameMaker, course development times would be longer and the quality of deliverables
would be lower. Adobe FrameMaker frees course developers to spend more time on
content quality and less time on routine formatting.

- Julian Cable
Courseware Tools Specialist and Technical Editor for IBM Learning Development

HOMAG chose Adobe FrameMaker for DITA authoring because we could customize it to
work seamlessly with SAP ERP. We had been looking at FrameMaker for close to 20 years
but didn’t have an opportunity to move off Microsoft Word until now.

- Andreas Wolf
Head of Technical Documentation, HOMAG Group

Using a single source of unstructured content, Ciena’s document team could lose a full
day per 200-page manual fixing formatting errors. These issues don’t arise now that we’re
authoring in DITA with the new release of Adobe FrameMaker.

- Susanna Carlisi
Content Strategist & Tools Specialist, Ciena

Read all customer reviews
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Integrate Adobe FrameMaker
with our enterprise solutions

Adobe Experience Manager Guides
Manage product, help and support content from creation to
delivery
Scale content creation, manage it efficiently, and publish faster with a
cloud-native component content management system (CCMS), that empowers
you to deliver consistent, engaging experiences across touchpoints.

Know more

Automate publishing from anywhere. Superfast!
Keep publishing on track in a world on-the-go. Remotely automate tasks via a
web-accessible dashboard. Publish WYSIWYG PDF for your DITA, XML or
non-XML content. Use templates and presets for consistent output. Deliver
content as Responsive HTML5, PDF, Mobile App, EPUB, and more. Efficiently
manage high volumes of automation jobs with multiple instances of FrameMaker
on one or more systems. Work with leading CMSs out-of-the-box or use web APIs
to quickly connect with other CMSs.

Know more
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Real Results. realized!
800,000+ users across 40,000+ companies worldwide trust
Adobe Technical Communication products to deliver measurable gains.

Reduced production
costs and improved
documentation quality

80% boost in staff efficiency in
editing manuals

80% reduction in
turnaround time

20% improvement in process
efficiency

70% reduction in printing
and paper material cost

Accelerated publishing cycles by
up to 60%

50% reduction in turnaround
time for translation into 33
languages

Improved enterprise efficiency
and production of content

20% faster development of
course content

98% reduction in production
time

30% faster publishing of
custom manuals

99% reduction in output time for
PDF and HTML files

20% more efficient
production cycle

Faster creation and delivery of
content for new products across
devices

Accelerated development of
multilingual manuals

50% faster production of PDF
documentation

Rapid production of
multilingual manuals

Increased efficiency and
reduced translation costs while
producing multilingual manuals
View all case studies
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Click here to know more about Adobe FrameMaker.
For a personalized demo or questions:
techcomm@adobe.com

www.facebook.com/adobetcs

www.linkedin.com/company/adobetcs/

www.twitter.com/AdobeTCS

https://blog.adobe.com/en/topics/techcomm

www.youtube.com/AdobeTCS

partners.adobetechcomm.com

Adobe Systems Incorporated
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110-2704
USA
www.adobe.com

© 2023 Adobe. All rights reserved.
Adobe, the Adobe logo, FrameMaker, Experience Manger and FrameMaker Publishing Server are either registered trademarks or trademarks of
Adobe in the United States and/or other countries.
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